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the setlist varies throughout, with prince performing a number of songs that have been sung on previous tours, but never before on a full-fledged tour. 1999 was also a huge influence on the purple rain soundtrack, which features the same synthesizers and drum machines that can be heard in the album. it wasnt until
the purple rain soundtrack that prince realized the commercial potential of using synthesizers and drum machines in his songs, and 1999was a big step in that direction. if the setlist for 1999 is anything to go by, prince was on a mission. in addition to songs like cherry kiss, the cross and love symbol/cherries in the
snow, prince was showcasing some new singles including the title track, little red corvette, gett off and the way you make me feel. 1999 is more of a melodramatic album than his previous work, and it wasnt until this tour that prince would go on to make his first real concept album; in addition to his usual musical
theatrics, prince would light his shows with huge stage effects and elaborate sets. prince, after playing purple rain a few times in concert, decided to record a live version of the film for the home video release. this became his most successful concert film. the package is notable for being the first music video ever to be
released on laserdisc, and for the first time, prince was making his own music video. the video was filmed in march 1985 at the prince and the revolution stadium tour. the show was recorded for home video release and was marketed as the first music video for a music video. it was also the last prince concert to ever
be filmed in new york.
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the revolution didn t have much time to prepare for dirty mind s release, as they were already back on the road for the next leg of the purple rain tour. the idea for the album was conceptualized during the final weeks of its recording and was decided on during prince s hospitalization. its a full-on funk party, and its
appeal was made clear by dirty mind s first week sales. the album was certified platinum in just a few weeks, and dirty mind went on to sell over one million copies in the united states alone. with dirty mind, prince had taken the revolution into new terrain. the album is both a pop record and a funk record, a r&b record
and a dance-pop record, and it was the work of a musician who was more comfortable creating r&b than rock and disco, but was comfortable with all of them. its much more reminiscent of 1970s funk than rock of the time. prince wore many hats during this period of his career, and even though the album isnt his best

(by any stretch), purple rain still rocks with its catchy, danceable grooves and big sound. the albums lead single when doves cry is the albums most memorable track, and the whole of purple rain has solidified its place among the best music prince ever made. the albums sound is an example of how princes sound
evolved and developed throughout his career, and although the albums sound has been overtaken by time, its already easy to see why it was a huge commercial and critical success. the title track is generally regarded as the most successful song princes ever wrote, and the lyrics of the song are as moving as they are

inspiring. it was the most successful single for the artist and the soundtrack to the film remains one of the highest grossing albums in the world, not to mention the number one soundscan album for one year in a row. it wasnt the only album in princes discography to be inspired by the life of marilyn monroe, but this
was the most successful, and the song that put prince on the map. until this song, all the songs on purple rain were singles and they featured a wide variety of collaborators, from stevie wonder to chaka khan, brenda lee to the knack. the prince and the revolution released this album in 1983, and it was their first and

only album that charted number one on the billboard 200. purple rain is prince at his best, and its a fantastic album. 5ec8ef588b
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